
Ok we understand it is very fashionable to be a feminist and fight against these “horrible men" who only want to take 

advantage of us, we poor women, to use our bodies to sell their cars or their phones, to use our curves to highlight the 

qualities of a sofa or a drill! Ok we understand that it is very fashionable to go on the streets half naked to defend that 

“feminism” that seems to become an obsession! 

Well, we think that’s enough! enough to see "extreme" groups speak  on behalf of women, enough to give this image 

of victims, enough to transform the image of the woman into this ridiculous warrior, to make us the  enemies  of men! 

Enough to see sexist acts everywhere, around every corner, on every Ad, in every movie scene.... Enough! 

Feminism is not this; it’s not denying what a woman is and hating men! 

Obviously the woman is as smart  and intelligent as a man and capable of conducting a business or run a country but a 

woman is also  beautiful , feminine, sweet , maternal , sensual , seductive, .... And that will not change and MUST NOT 

CHANGE! 

Why defending this crazy idea that a woman should become a man? Why trying so hard to deny everything that 

makes the femininity of the woman? 

These feminists, are they afraid of these attributes that nature has given us as a gift? So afraid that they want to 

destroy them? 

Of course the female body is used as is the body of man. Right, seduction is a marketing tool ... and then what?  

What’s wrong with that? If men and women stop seducing each other it would be the end of the world!  

Although the meaning of SOME fights is perfectly honorable and necessary, the shape that they take is always 

disturbing and harmful. 

LET WOMEN BE WOMEN! 

It is time that men behave like men and women like women. 

A woman, whether  she is a CEO, an artist, a model, a sales person, a cashier, a housewife, a mom, a girlfriend, single, 

a wife ....whether she shares her life with a man or a woman, believes in God or not .... A woman is first of all a 

WOMAN. 

A woman is femininity, beauty, sensuality, motherhood, love, care, seduction and all extremists of all kinds and all 

edges will never change that! 

There are important battles, such as marital or religious violence against women, which we have to fight.... But we 

have to fight with intelligence and not with violence and making ourselves ridiculous. 

Honestly some battles are just “smoke” and unnecessary...and look ugly 

 

I believe every woman loves to feel the strength of her man’s arms around her, loves that feeling of security and 

tenderness. I believe every man loves coming back home and finding his woman looking beautiful, sexy, sensual, 

sensitive and loving. I believe every woman loves seeing in her man’s eyes desire and pride when she looks her best 

with a beautiful dress on, smelling gorgeous, and looking absolutely fabulous with a Smokey eye or sexy red lipstick. 

I believe every man loves seeing in his woman’s eyes desire and pride when he looks confident, strong, loving and 

ready to protect her against anything.....even a little spider! 

Women and men are made to love each other, to seduce each other and to complete each other. It is time to stop 

making them enemies. 

The Dolls 


